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Maize USD 266
Early Education Center

LOCATION:
WICHITA, KS
SERVICES:
HVAC EQUIPMENT,
BUILDING AUTOMATION
SYSTEM

THE PARTNERSHIP:

For USD 266 Maize Schools, creating an effective, comfortable learning
environment for all students is the highest priority. When building a new Early
Childhood Center for children ages newborn-5, Maize was concerned with making a
comfortable space for all students including children with special needs.
To maintain a comfortable learning environment for all students, BCS focused on
providing quiet, comfortable, energy efficient building systems. AAON Rooftop
Units allow heating, cooling and dehumidification to be varied to precisely match
each space’s current load, preventing temperature and humidity swings that are
common to cycling or on-off Rooftop Units. Accompanying Cook fans provide industry-leading low sound levels. The district also implemented a building automation
system, Siemens Direct Digital Controls (DDC) to ensure energy efficient operation.
AAON, its reputation built on ease of maintenance, efficiency and longevity, is
reliable and reduces the need for day to day maintenance, which frees up time and
resources for Maize School’s maintenance team. Variable capacity technologies
minimize utility costs and maintenance is simpler by easily accessible components
through hinged access doors. AAON units are built for stamina with high quality
design and manufacturing processes which makes them a great investment for
schools who need to allocate funds in many different places. Designed with rigid
double wall foam insulated panel cabinet construction, they have industry leading
sound levels to keep classrooms quiet, even when the system is running.
The Siemens DDC system evaluates inputs like temperature and humidity levels
and sends outputs that control heating valves and regulate outside air. Using BCS’s
parameter design structure, this system is saving Maize reduced energy costs. From
one central location, the facility team monitors and controls operations instantly,
using electronic sensors to enable higher degrees of accuracy. System data
management and analysis show trends for critical problem areas to help make
future improvements.

